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Abstract. Cloud Computing and GRID computing are two different
but similar paradigms for managing large sets of distributed computing
resources, and there have been many efforts t hat aim at integrating them.
The cloud on GRID approach should provide to final users a simple
way to manage their resources and to interact with the offered services.
This paper proposes the PerfCloud architecture, which offers a set of
services able not only to create Virtual Clusters (YCs) that become part
of the GRID, but also to predict by simulation the performance of user
applications. It also presents the PerfClondClient , a user-friendly client
with graphical interface to the Perf Cloud services.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, GRID, Performance.

1

Introduction

Cloud comput ing, widely known afte r t he success of t he EC2 Amazon pr oject [1],
is an emerging paradigm , which is steadily spreading in t he e-business world. In
essence, cloud comput ing is based on t he use of distributed comput ing resources
that are easily allocated, de-allocat ed, migrated and possibly re-allocated on user
request. As such, it relies heavily on t he use of virtualiza tion technologies (e.g.,
[2,3]), able to offer an almost unlimited amount of comput ing resour ces. Thank s
to virt ualizat ion, which cont rols t he access to physical resources in a t ranspa rent
way, it is possible to offer computat ional resour ces t hat final users can configure
as administ ra tors, wit hout any restrict ion.
On t he ot her hand , GRID computing is basically a paradigm t hat aims at enabling access to high perform an ce distributed resour ces using a service-oriente d
st anda rdized approach. As such, it is widely diffused in t he e-science world .
In practice, GRID is born wit h t he Globu s project , and currently t he Globu s
toolkit [4] and gLite [5] are t he most relevant implement ations available. In
D .R. Avresky et a l. (E ds.): Cloudc omp 2009 , LN ICS T 34 , p p . 93- 102, 2010.
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GRIDs , users can compose complex stateful services in order to build up complex and typically computation-intensive tasks. This is obtained by means of a
middleware paradigm: every host has a GRID interface , and developers adopt
middleware-dependent APIs for building up their applications.
In fact, cloud and GRID computing paradigms have many points in common:
both adopt large datacenters , both offer resources to users, both aim at providing
a common environment for distributed resources. The integration of the two
environment is a debated issue [6]. At the state of the art, there are two main
approaches for their integration:

- GRID on Cloud: a cloud IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) approach is
adopted in order to build up and to manage a flexible GRID system [7] . As
in this context the GRID middleware runs on a virtual machine, the main
drawback of this approach is performance . Virtualization inevitably entails
performance losses as compared to the direct use of physical resources.
Cloud on GRID: the stable GRID infrastructure is exploited to build up a
cloud environment. This solution is usually preferred [8], because the cloud
approach mitigates the complexity of the GRID. In this case, a set of GRID
services is offered in order to manage (create, migrate ...) virtual machines.
The use of Globus workspaces [8], with a set of GRID services for the Globus
Toolkit 4 is the prominent solution, as in the Nimbus project [9] .
Both approaches have positive aspects but also serious problems for overall system management, as the environments are very complex and managed through
thin command-line based clients. In this paper, we essentially propose to use a
Cloud on GRID approach , adopting the Virtual Workspaces GRID services to
build up a Cluster on Demand (CoD) system . In other words, our system can
create Virtual Clusters (VCs) on user request. These VCs are natively provided
with support for high performance application development (HPC compilers,
MPI, OpenMP, .. . ). The newly created VCs are directly accessible through the
Globus middleware (they contain a preconfigured Globus container) and so they
contribute resources to the GRID environment.
PerfCloud, the architecture we are developing [10] and that is the object of
this paper, offers a set of services able not only to create VCs on user request ,
but also to predict by simulation how fast the target application will run on the
newly created system . This is an original approach , that can help the user to
re-modulate the resources requested for his VC in order to meet his performance
expectations. Alternatively, the performance predictions obtained through PerfCloud can be used for optimizing the application to be executed in the VC. For
simulation purposes , target applications are described in a high-level description
language (MetaPL) ; the performance predictions are obtained by a simulation
environment named HeSSE [11] .
From the user point of view, the use of PerfCloud is very simple. By invoking
the GRID service VCService, it is possible to create the Virtual Cluster, to obtain an IP address to access it, and to build automatically a configuration filethat
will be successively used for simulation. An additional service (BenchService)
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runs a set of predefined benchmarks to characterize the performance of the new
VC and measures t he timing parameters needed by the simulator. Finally, the
SimulationService accepts the high-level description of the applicat ion, runs
the simulat ions, and returns the predicted response ti me of the given applicat ion
on t he previously create d VC.
When a cloud is creat ed on t he to p of a GRlD , user access to services exploit s underlying GRlD access services. Moreover, all t he security features of
the cloud environment are implemented through t he GRID infrast ruct ure. Most
state-of-t he-art GRIDs, being oriented to HPC, offer only simple command linebased interfaces, and are not particularly user-friendly. We have implemented a
client for PerfCloud th at offers a simple interface to the virtualized resources.
We will also present here the Perf CloudCl ient , an extensible met aclient component th at makes it possible to invoke generic GRID services, toget her with
specific performance-oriented PerfCloud services. PerfCloudClient is provided
with graphical interface and is accessible thro ugh a tray icon on the host desktop . A small framework for writing new services makes it possible to define t heir
graphical interfaces and to include them into the met aclient .
Th e remainder of t his paper is st ruct ured as follows. In Section 2 we will illustrate the PerfCloud architect ure. Sect ions 3 and 4 describe the main components
of t he architecture th at enable the integrat ion of t he cloud and GRID environments, whereas Section 5 intr oduces the client t hat offers services to manage th e
infrastructur e and provides gra phical utilities for end-users. In Section 6 related
work is briefly reported. Finally, t he conclusions are drawn and our future work
is sketched.

2

The PerfCloud Architecture

Perf Cloud is a framework t hat provides performance prediction services in an
e-science cloud. The design relies on the adoption of a set of grid services able to
create a Virtual Cluste r (VC) and to predict the performance of a given target
application on t hat particular VC.
As mentioned in the introduct ion, Perf Cloud builds a IaaS (Infrast ruct ure as
a Service) cloud environment upon a GRID infrastruct ure. The PerfCloud model
of t he infrast ruct ure is a collection of cluster s, each of which is composed of a
front-end node (FE) and a set of comput ing nodes in a privat e network. Both
the nodes and the network can be physical or virt ual.
The clusters managed by PerfCloud participat e in the underlying GRID and
offer t heir computa t ional resources to the GRlD infrastructur e. Th eir FEs host
a Globus cont ainer and are cert ified within t he GRID Virtu al organization. T he
FEs also host job schedulers (such as PBS or Condor) to distr ibut e th e workload
on t heir computing nodes.
Figure I describes th e overall architect ure of PerfCloud. Th e PerfCloud application client resides on a user machine (which has access to the GRID environment ) and interacts wit h the PerfCloud system through invocation of GRl D
services. Furthermore, it manages GRlD connections, also providing utilities for
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end-users as, for example , performance analysis services. The architecture provides different GRID services that enable the user to build up a new cluster
as a GRID Virtual Workspace [8] with full access rights . The GRID services of
PerfCloud also offer other performance evaluat ion services (simulation , tuning
and benchmarking) that can be invoked to simulate and to predict the performance of the environment just built. In order to help user interaction with the
clusters, PerfCloud offers a t unneling grid service that lets the users execute
commands on th e target clusters. Moreover, PerfCloud offers a set of virtual
machine pre-configured images which can be adopted to set-up virtual clusters.
The images are ready-to-use cluster configuration enriched with all the software
needed to execute HPC applicat ions (compilers, MPI and OpenMP platform s,
Globus containers, job schedulers, . .. ).
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Fig. 1. Th e PerfCloud architect ure

In light of the above, th e PerfCloud architecture can be subdi vided into three
main components, as is shown in Fig. 1:
Services, which offer the PerfCloud functionalities to the GRID environment .
The component implementation relies on a minimal set offour GRID services,
named VCService ,BenchService, SimulationService and TunnelService;
Images, which are the Virtu al Cluster Node images, containing all the software
needed to integrate the VC into the GRID environment (a GT conta iner) and
t o offer services to t he final user (a set of GS deployed on the VC cont ainer),
along with other software needed for applicat ion development and execut ion
(compilers, messaging librari es and run-time support, ... )
Client, which allows the final user to interact with the Cloud environment .
These components will be orderly dealt with in th e next sections .
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PerfCloud Services

The Services component is the core of the PerfCloud framework. It offers a minimal set of services, which add (virtual) cluster management capabilities to the
GRID environment. The main service (VCService), which incorporates all the
functionalities needed to manage the virtual clusters , has specific requirements
(essentially, the Xen hypervisor) for the physical environment hosting the service.
In the following, we will present a brief description of the service functionalities.
The details about their implementation can be found in [10].
The VCService makes it possible to design a VC with the characteristics
required by the user (number of virtual nodes, number of virtual CPUs for virtual
node, network configuration , .. . ). It is important to point out that the physical
system (usually a cluster) hosting this service has to be able to manage virtual
machines, and so, in addition to the Globus workspaces, it requires the presence
of the Xen hypervisor. The VCService service generates a file description that
is used both for cluster creation and , possibly, for its successive simulation. It
creates a VC, i.e., starts up on the cloud a set of virtual machine images, and
allows to perform a performance evaluation of the newly created VC. This entails
executing a set of benchmarks and storing their outputs, which are successively
used for tuning the simulation model, evaluating the timing parameters typical
of the VC created by the user. Since the information needed for building up the
virtual cluster and the simulator configuration are similar , we defined an XML
cluster description (see [10]). As shown in Figure 1, the VCs that are created and
simulated in PerfCloud have the same organization of common physical clusters ,
i.e., they are composed of a Virtual Front-End (FE) ,which is the only node with
a public IP address, and a set of nodes (slave machines) connected to the FE
through a network (a private network built by means of Xen bridges) .
The BenchService runs benchmarks on the virtual clusters and collects the
results. The PerfCloud system provides a dedicated virtual image, which resides
on one of the available physical machines (typically, on a machine not used for
VCs). When this service is invoked, it starts up a wrapper Java runtime on the
target virtual cluster, which launches the benchmarks. The results are collected
on the Virtual FE of the virtual cluster, and successively returned to the service
caller which stores the performance figures obtained for future use.
The SimulationService offers to the user a simple interface for predicting
the performance of his application in a virtualized environment . The simulation
package provides two main services: (a) HeSSEService, which accepts as input
an application to be evaluated and returns the predicted response time; (b)
TuningService, which tunes the simulator configuration to the target virtual
cluster; it retrieves the simulator configuration from the VC resource , queries the
DB for the benchmarking results and starts up the automatic tuning procedure
to update the simulator configurations.
The TunnelService lets the user execute a given command on the target
cluster resource, returning the standard output as result . Note that only a
GRID-enabled user, i.e., a user owning a valid certificate, is able to execute the
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command. This service can be used as a base class for building up services from
existing commands .

4

PerfCloud Virtual Clusters

Th e GRID services provided by PerfCloud rely on the availability of a virtualization layer on the physical clusters . In our development environment, all the
physical clusters making up th e GRID are configured using Rocks, a widely-used
cluster distribution based on Red Hat Linux.The latest version of PerfCloud was
tested on Rocks 5.1 with th e Xen roll. The GRID middleware adopted is the
Globus Toolkit 4, with the customizat ions offered by the Rocks GRID roll and
a dedicated OpenCA cert ificat ion aut hority. To exploit t he GRID environment
as basis for the cloud system, we adopted the GRID Virtual Workspaces version
Tp2 .2.
In order to let the above described architecture create virtual clusters, we
built a set of scripts able to manage (create , destroy, pause, . . . ) a set of virtual
machine images, pre-configured in order to define a cluster environment. The
previously described VCService accepts an XML description of th e clusters and
invokes the script s in order to setup t he Virtu al Cluster. Th e description lets
t he user choose the virtual cluster configurat ion and t he distr ibution of virtu al
nodes on the physical cluster nodes.
The virtual nodes images reside on a cluster FE repositor y. When an user
asks for a new virtual cluster, the images are duplicated and assigned to him.
From that moment on, he can fully manage th e virtual cluster through th e GRID
Services and th e PerfCloudClient .
The virtual clusters creat ed by PerfCloud are Red Hat Linux systems , configured with a large set of common HPC tools (gnu compilers, MPI , OpenMP, PBS
and Globus). The virtual clusters are configured in order to communicate with
each oth er through a private (virtual) network based on xenbridge. Only th e
virtual cluster FE has a public IP. The virt ual clusters are preconfigured with a
Globus container , with a cert ificate valid for th e PerfCloud Virtual Organization,
and host the TunnelService.

5

The PerfCloudClient

Th e cloud approach aims at offering th e services of the GRID infrastructure
to a large number of users, not only to th e specialized ones, as highlighted by
Shantenu Jha et al [6] . These consideration led us to develop a simple graphical
interface that makes the interaction with PerfCloud very user-friendly.
Nevertheless, the main requirement for such an interface is to be easily extensible, in order to manage the continuous growth of new services, which will
be made available to end users. Th e PerfCloudClient is a simple metaclient,
presented as a tray icon. It is written in Java and so it is highly portable. The
PerfCloudClient offers many functionaliti es to access the GRID infrastructure
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in a secure way (through the generation of a proxy certificate), to manage the
connection , as well as further utilities.
According to the above notes, the scenarios are divided into three main use
cases: Management of GRID Access and Connections, Management of PerfCloud
Services and User Utilities.

5.1

Management of GRID Access and Connections

As we build up the Cloud environment on the top of GRID systems, we need to
access to the GRID environment; the authentication procedure was developed by
adopting the CoG Kit [12] and allows to generate a proxy certificate , as shown
in Figure 2(a) .
The access to a GRID environment is possible if the the environment has already been initialized and configured. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
PerfCloudClient offers a setup procedure that enables the user to choose between the different GRID environments (the virtual organizations, top of the
screenshot in Figure 2(b) ), and possibly to launch the wizard for configuring
the credentials (the SetupCertificate button and the wizard in Figure 2(c) ).
When a GRID environment is available, it is possible to choose the cluster to be
accessed and to invoke the services.
oi:iJ
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GRID Authentication
View container log
Options

m 5 Manage VC
Manage Benchmark
PerfCloud Analizer
Custom Command

..

{~ - 

~~ -<-

_.

.. -"'-'"

About
Close

1 -(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Virtual Organization Setup procedure
It is important to point out that the PerfCloudClient is able to manage
connections to multiple GRID environments (that offer PerfCloud services), and
it is able to create virtual clusters on all of them . Moreover, once a VC is created,
it appears in the list of the available clusters for the virtual organization in which
it has been created.

5.2

Management of PerfCloud Services

The graphical interfaces that manage services are based on a simple template.
This is composed of a set of buttons on the top of the window to invoke the
services methods , and of a text box which reports the services output.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 3. Management of Perleloud Services

As an example, let us consider the TunnelService, which allows a final user
to execute a command on the select ed cluster resource. Figure 3(a) shows the
execution of the Is -al command on th e t arget resource. Figure 3(b) shows
th e results of a Log Viewer command t hat invokes a customized version of the
t unnel services and visualizes the log file of t he Globus container.

5.3

User Utilities

Finally, t he PerfCloudClient offers some user utilities th at can be executed
offiine. Useful tools can be th e graphical analyzer for performance evaluat ion, or
t he graphical tool for the definition of virt ual cluster configurat ions.
At the state of the art, th e Performan ce Analyzer is t he only user utility
available. It lets t he user to build easily up graphical reports of th e benchmarks
performed on the virtu al clusters (see Figure 4).
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Fig.4. Analyzer User utility

6

Related Work - Cloud Technologies

The cloud par adigm appeared on t he computin g scene in 2005 wit h the Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [1]. Then a large set of related technologies has
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been developed. In commercial contexts, it is worth mentioning the IBMs Blue
Cloud, the Sun Microsystems Network.corn, the Microsoft Azure Services Platform, the Google App Engine and the Dell Cloud computing solutions . Most of
these commercial systems adopt proprietary solutions (such as the virtualization engine by VMWare), and relatively few details are available on the adopted
architectures. In the academic world, and especially in the HPC area , cloud
computing is in "competition" with the GRID model, as outlined in [6] .
The idea of GRID-Cloud integration and the adoption of virtualization techniques in GRID infrastructure was explored in research projects as Reservoir
[13], and in technologies as openNebula [14] and virtual workspaces [8,15], with
the derived cloud toolkit Nimbus[9] .
At the state of the art, examples of e-science clouds are beginning to emerge
[16,9,17,18]. They are based on the above-mentioned technologies and have architectures similar to the one presented in this paper , even if, at the best of the
authors' knowledge, none of them provides performance evaluation and prediction tools as services integrated in the architecture.
As regards the user interfaces, both Nimbus [9] and openNebula [14], the
prominent solutions for building e-science clouds, offer powerful clients. However,
these clients are command line-based and do not provide any graphical interface.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the architecture of PerfCloud, which offers cloudon-GRID functionalities integrated with a simulation environment able to predict user application performance on the newly instantiated Virtual Clusters.
The architecture of PerfCloud makes use of existing GRID and virtualization
technologies to manage at low-level the virtual clusters , and integrates them in
the existing GRID, also providing a dedicated set of services able to offer performance prediction functionalities. A client with graphical interface presented as a
tray icon on the desktop makes interactions with users more straightforward and
user-friendly than in any other existing cloud-GRID integration environment.
The main contribution of our work is undoubtedly the possibility to evaluate
on-the-fly the performance of a given application on the particular VC received
from the cloud. This is of great importance in the HPC world, where there
is skepticism about the adoption of virtualization techniques because of the
introduced overheads. Our research aims at making the resulting performance
loss predictable. However, we think that the use of simple mechanisms to interact
with the GRID/cloud is also an added value, as it may contribute to a wider
diffusion of clouds in scientific and production environments .
As regards the evolution of our work, we will design services able to build
up VCs tailored to the user performance requirements. In other words, the user
will provide the application and the requested response time , and the system
automatically will build up a suitable cluster. This will make it possible for the
cloud to offer guarantees about the quality of service and to negotiate SLAs.
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